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CLEAN AND CARE PRODUCTS FOR YOUR

WOODEN FLOORS

NATURAL OILED FLOORS
UV OILED FLOORS
LACQUERED FLOORS

FLOORS

NATURAL OILED FLOORS

CLEAN

REFRESH

REJUVENATE

OFTEN

EVERY 4TH TIME

WHEN NEEDED

NATURAL SOAP should be used
for cleaning all wood floors
treated with natural oil. Natural
Soap contains high quality
vegetable oils that help prevent
the wood from drying out.
Natural: beige and dark tone
wood floors
White: light tone wood floors

OIL REFRESHING SOAP
combines efficient cleaning
with a gentle re-oiling that
maintains the natural glow. By
using Oil Refreshing Soap you
extend the lifetime of the oil
treatment.
Natural: beige and dark tone
wood floors
White: light tone wood floors

On natural oiled wood floors, the oil penetrates and saturates the
wood, creating a very strong finish that protects the wood from
within. It is very important to clean natural oiled wood floors with
a quality wood soap that does not wear down the natural oil and
eventually dry out the wood, causing cracks in the surface.

INTENSIVE WOOD CLEANER
is strictly for preparing wooden
floors for further treatment.
Intensive Wood Cleaner
effectively removes stains caused
by dirt or grease whilst also
helping to open the wood grain
to receive further oil treatments.

OIL CARE is used for
maintenance of all naturally
oiled wood surfaces. Simple
manual application with no
need for machines.

Natural: beige and dark tone
wood floors
White: light tone wood floors

WOCA recommends regular cleaning with Natural Soap which
contains high quality vegetable oils that enhance the resistance of
the surface. Apply Oil Refreshing Soap as an occasional refresher,
approximately every fourth time or as needed. Areas with heavy
wear can be repaired with Maintenance Gel after cleaning.

UV OILED FLOORS

CLEAN

REFRESH

REJUVENATE

OFTEN

EVERY 4TH TIME

WHEN NEEDED

NATURAL SOAP should be used
for cleaning all wood floors
treated with UV oil. Natural Soap
contains high quality vegetable
oils that help prevent the wood
from drying out.

OIL REFRESHING SOAP
combines efficient cleaning
with a gentle re-oiling that
maintains the natural glow. By
using Oil Refreshing Soap you
extend the lifetime of the oil
treatment.

Natural: beige and dark tone
wood floors
White: light tone wood floors

UV oiled and naturally oiled wood floors are very similar in
appearance and care requirements. Like naturally oiled wood floors,
it is very important to clean UV oiled wood floors with a quality
wood soap and apply maintenance treatment when needed.
WOCA recommends regular cleaning with Natural Soap.

INTENSIVE WOOD CLEANER
is strictly for preparing wooden
floors for further treatment.
Intensive Wood Cleaner
effectively removes stains caused
by dirt or grease whilst also
helping to open the wood grain
to receive further oil treatments.

MAINTENANCE GEL is ideal for
refreshing oiled wood floors,
particularly UV oiled floors.
Can be applied manually with
a polishing pad.

Apply Oil Refreshing Soap as an occasional refresher, approximately
every fourth time or as needed. Areas with heavy wear can be
repaired with Maintenance Gel after cleaning. Particularly strong
stains may be removed with Wood Stain Remover. Renew and
rejuvenate with Maintenance Gel once a year or as needed.

LACQUERED FLOORS

CLEAN

REJUVENATE

OFTEN

WHEN NEEDED

MASTER CLEANER effectively removes everyday dirt and grime
as well as making the surface stronger and more resistant to liquid
spillages. As the soap leaves a thin smooth film layer but no soap,
the floor will start to withstand everyday dirt.

This part of the care guide applies to lacquered wood floors,
painted surfaces and sealed surfaces with vinyl, PVC, linoleum,
laminate/LVT or glazed tiles.

INTENSIVE WOOD CLEANER
is strictly for preparing wooden
floors for further treatment.
Intensive wood cleaner
effectively removes stains of dirt
and grease.

MASTER CARE helps reducing the
visibility of small scratches, increases
the resistance of the surface and
provides effective protection against
wear. This helps to increase the lifetime of the surface finish on the floor.

WOCA recommends using Master Cleaner for regular cleaning
of your lacquered, laminate or PVC flooring. Master Care is to be
used when your floor is in need of a refreshing treatment. Master
Care strengthens the floor and protects against scratches and
other wear and tear to prolong the lifetime of the surface finish.

REMOVE SPOTS
FROM YOUR
WOODEN SURFACES

WOOD STAIN REMOVER effectively
dissolves grease, blood, coffee, tea etc.
May be used on unfinished, soaped, oiled
or waxed interior surfaces. Wood Stain
Remover is based on soap and is specially
developed for indoor use to remove
stains from oiled wood surfaces.

TANNIN SPOT REMOVER effectively
removes black spots caused by acid/
water reaction. May be used on
unfinished, soaped, oiled or waxed
interior surfaces.
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